


The Airbnb Community Club of 
Strasbourg brings together hosts 
from the city of Strasbourg and its 
close suburbs. Created in 2017 on 
the initiative of members from the 
Airbnb community, it allows hosts to 
connect, share their experiences and 
express themselves on topics related 
to tourism, travel and home sharing.

This club is an opportunity for hosts 
to participate in local life and to 
promote their city and region as a 
tourism destination in a sustainable 
and responsible way.

Info, tips, articles… Get all the 
updates from the Airbnb community 
of Strasbourg on their Facebook 
Page:  Hôtes de Strasbourg

LA VIGNETTE

Three words: a beautiful place! 

29 Rue Mélanie
67000 Strasbourg

1

LES INNOCENTS

Simple but well-executed bistro cuisine, 
full of flavor! Top-notch service with a 
1930s American gangster vibe. 

4 Rue Paul Muller Simonis
67000 Strasbourg

2

BRUNCH GRAFALGAR

A «trendy» place in Strasbourg, with a 
very good brunch menu. Close to the 
train station, this is the perfect place to 
spend time while you wait for your train.

8 Petite Rue de la Course
67000 Strasbourg

3

LE SCALA

Enjoy beer tasting at the heart of this 
brewery! 

96 Route du Polygone
67100 Strasbourg

4

LE BUEWEWASSER

A small traditional neighborhood 
restaurant, don’t miss out.

66 Route du Polygone
67000 Strasbourg

5

L’ÉCRIN DES SAVEURS

Located in a quiet street behind the 
Stade de la Meinau, this tasty restaurant 
is worth a visit for fine diners. 

5 Rue Leitersperger
67100 Strasbourg

7

PAPA LISA

Not only the best “cordon bleu” in 
Strasbourg, but the best of Alsatian, 
French and Italian fine dining in one place. 
Also a nice family-run place to visit! 

86 Rue de la Plaine des Bouchers
67100 Strasbourg

6

LE BISTRONOME

You can’t leave Strasbourg without 
meeting their chef! 

27 Rue Vauban
67000 Strasbourg

8

BARS AND WINE CELLARS 

AU BRASSEUR

A traditional brewery, ideal for lovers  
of «homemade» craft beers and  
“tartes flambées”. Watch out though  
— it packed every weekend! 

22 Rue des Veaux
67000 Strasbourg

11

CAVE DES HOSPICES

You will find wines from every region 
in France, and even the oldest wines in 
the world! This cellar will take you back 
in time. Feel free to ask for information 
about the history of the place. Tasting 
sessions can be organised for groups.

1 Place de L’Hôpital
67000 Strasbourg

12

LE CAFÉ GROGNON

THE trendy neighborhood bar, ideal if 
you don’t want to head downtown.  
A wide choice of beers and wines, lots  
of entertainment (small concerts, 
quizzes, sports replays...). It’s always 
packed, even on weekdays!

2 Avenue Léon Dacheux
67100 Strasbourg

TROQUET DES KNECKES

Enjoy their typical Alsatian menu  
and their lovely decoration.  
We love it! Bonus:  
it’s open all hours. 

 112 Grand’Rue
67000 Strasbourg

ALSATIAN SPECIALITIES

LE LARD ET LA CRÈME

This is the best-known spot for a “tarte 
flambée” outside the center of Strasbourg. 
It’s simple, but the food is good. And the 
manager knows what she’s doing!

4 Rue de Thann
67100 Strasbourg

LA VICTOIRE

Alsatian cuisine in a typical setting,  
with shows sometimes organized on  
the 2nd floor. The food is very good.  
This old Strasbourg restaurant has a 
special ambience. The menu and prices 
are very reasonable too. 

24 Quai des Pêcheurs
67000 Strasbourg

LA BINCHSTUB

You’ll find tartes flambées by the 
thousands!  

6 Rue du Tonnelet Rouge
67000 Strasbourg

AU PONT DU CORBEAU

The small homemade Alsatian dishes are 
all traditional. This is a typical, friendly 
wine bar which once had the honor of 
welcoming Angela Merkel and François 
Hollande for dinner! 

21 Quai Saint-Nicolas
67000 Strasbourg

RESTAURANT 
LES CHAUVINS PÈRE & FILS

A very friendly, bright and modern 
restaurant. The menu offers a range of 
Alsatian tapas, ideal for small parties at 
low prices.

3 Rue du Faisan
67000 Strasbourg

LA SANDKISCHT

Authentic, not touristy, excellent “tartes 
flambées”, and delicious «little» regional 
dishes. We love Sylvaine, the manager! 

23 Rue de la Carpe Haute
67000 Strasbourg
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TEA ROOMS AND BAKERIES

BISTROT ET CHOCOLAT

The perfect spot for a late brunch near 
the cathedral. Get one of Strasbourg’s 
best brunches for about €20!  
We recommend booking if you want  
to go on Sunday mornings. 

8 Rue de la Râpe
67000 Strasbourg

CHRISTIAN
10 Rue Mercière
67000 Strasbourg

25

26

AU BON COIN D’ALSACE

A good neighborhood restaurant serving 
up plenty of Alsatian specialties. 

38 Rue Wimpheling
67000 Strasbourg

23

MAISON BOSSERT

Want real «Made in Alsace» souvenirs? 
This is the perfect place. You’ll also find 
traditional fabrics, Alsatian outfits, and 
modern clothes inspired by Alsatian 
dress. A beautiful boutique that’s worth 
seeing. All the tradition of Alsace... 
with style!

15 Rue des Bouchers
67000 Strasbourg

29

RESTAURANTS 

Strasbourg’s best-known and oldest 
pastry and ice cream maker. The small 
lounge on the first floor is an absolute 
must see! 

DROGUERIE DU CYGNE

Find everything you can’t find elsewhere 
here! A real goldmine.

24 Grand’Rue
67000 Strasbourg

30

LA NOUVELLE DOUANE

A group of local producers located in the 
heart of Strasbourg. 

Rue du Vieux-Marché-aux-Poissons
67000 Strasbourg

31

L’ÎLOT DE LA MEINAU 

Farmhouse in the heart of Strasbourg: 
go there to pick-your-own strawberries 
right in the middle of the city! 

36 Route de la Fédération
67100 Strasbourg

32

The Shop Local program is a national 
initiative launched by Airbnb in 
partnership with La Fête des Voisins* 
and all the Airbnb Community Clubs 
in France. This programme aims at 
bringing together the entire Airbnb 
Community around a common 
project: supporting small businesses 
by highlighting hosts’ best local 
addresses, and sharing them with 
travelers discovering French cities 
with Airbnb.

By traveling with Airbnb and staying 
with hosts, guests can experience 
the way of life of the city and live 
like a local. Who better than a local 
host and citizen for  recommending  
the best local addresses in a city? 
This guide lists all the local shops, 
restaurants and all kinds of small 
businesses that hosts and members 
of the Airbnb Community Club 
consider a must in the city.

The Airbnb Community Clubs, Airbnb 
and La Fête des Voisins have the 
joint aim of strengthening the social 
bond in communities and making a 
positive impact on the local economy 
of French cities. This first edition has 
been developed in collaboration with 
hosts and members from the Airbnb 
Community Club  
of Strasbourg. 

A range of organic bread! Fashionable 
decor and open for lunch. The pastries 
are delicious. Get up early, it’s always 
busy! 

SALON DE THÉ

Try their “vol-au-vents” pastries and also 
their “tarte au fromage blanc”. Be sure 
to enjoy the peace of their beautiful 
terrace. N.B: often fully booked.

 80 Grand’Rue
67000 Strasbourg

24

ATELIER 116
116 Grand’Rue
67000 Strasbourg
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LE PAIN DE 
MON GRAND-PÈRE

Strasbourg’s wood-fired bakery.  
The bread is baked just how we like it! 

1 Rue des Hallebardes
67000 Strasbourg

27

i TOURIST OFFICE 
 OF STRASBOURG

www.otstrasbourg.fr

 17 Place de la Cathédrale
67082 Strasbourg

BAR CACHÉ AEDEN

This bar is really well hidden in 
Strasbourg, but you’ll find it’s 
magnificent, majestic and surprising. 
Enjoy some Great Gatsby vibes and taste 
their surprising cocktails! 

4-6 Rue des Aveugles
67000 Strasbourg

9

OTHER STORES

MAMA BUBBELE

Modern and trendy decor, super-
friendly welcome, beautiful terrace 
on the Quai des Bateliers. Homemade 
“tartes flambées” using local produce. 
The perfect place for an Alsatian “tarte 
flambée” with a modern twist! 

2 Quai des Bateliers
67000 Strasbourg

17

LE MUNS

Munster cheese in all its glory: this is the 
place where to discover and rediscover 
Munster cheese.  

4 Rue Thiergarten
67000 Strasbourg

18

ADRESS OF MY HOST IN STRASBOURG

PHONE NUMBER OF MY HOST

MY NOTES

CODE BAR

One of the best cocktail bars in 
Strasbourg! 

39 Rue du Vieil-Hôpital
67000 Strasbourg
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* La Fête des Voisins is an association developing 
social bond between neighbors


